
National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
Office of the Administrator 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 

September 10,2010 

TO: Officials-in-Charge of Headquarters Offices 
Directors. NASA Centers 

FROM: Administrator 

SUBJECT: Institutional Readiness Project Recommendations 

During our August 2009 Strategic Management Council (SMC) I asked for a plan to create a 
robust and balanced approach for institutional management across the Agency. I assigned this 
significant action to Deputy Administrator Lon Garver. She initiated the Institutional Readiness 
Project (IRP) in which many of you participated. In April of this year the IRF' was consolidated 
into the Mission Support Directorate (MSD). I have recently been briefed on the outcomes of 
the R P  by the MSD Associate Administrator and the Deputy Administrator and have concurred 
with their recommendations. I now direct the appropriate Offices of Primary Responsibility 
(OPR) to begin implementation planning of their assigned recommendations. These 
recommendations will be briefed in more detail at the next Mission Support Council currently 
scheduled for September 22. A thorough implementation plan shall be briefed by each OPR 
approximately 60 days from the September Mission Support Council meeting. 

Agency Recommendations 

# Recommendation I OPR 

1 !NASA Corporate Portfolio Management (CPM): Establish a 1 MSD 
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~ j capabilities and group these capabilities into a set of corporate 
:portfolios. I 

 improve Governance: Evaluate the NASA governance structure and 
iprocedures and provide options for a revised structure and/or other 
 changes that address recognized problems, hierarchy and integration of 
I councils, appropriateness and transparency of decision making, and 
1 level of strategic/tactical topics. 
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3 i Agency Tiered Strategy: Enhance the Agency's strategic planning 

i framework to better effect horizontal and vertical alignment, effective 
/allocation and utilization of resources, and strategic focus in decision 
jmaking. It should utilize a tiered approach whereby roles and missions 
1 are aligned to Center capabilities through Mission Directorate 
1 objectives. 
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~ MSD Strategy: Develop a Mission Support Directorate Institutional 
j Strategy that addresses institutional implementation requirements over 
1 the master-planning horizon consistent with the NASA Strategic Plan. 

~ Enhance Intra-Agency, Inter-Agency, and International 
~ Collaboration/Partnerships: 
[To respond fully to the new National Space Policy and to ensure proper 
1 international, intra-Agency and inter-Agency collaboration focus and 
I visibility, assign overall coordination responsibility to the NASA 
i Deputy Administrator for three significant focus areas: (A,) Industrial 
i Base Managementhpply Chain Management, (B.) Inter-Agency 
i Partnerships/Working Groups, and (C.) International Collaboration. 

\Continue Key Initiatives: The IRP recommends continuation of some 
 key initiatives in: 
~ (A.) IT systems development, operations, and management, 
i (B.) Procurement enhancements such as NASA-wide sourcing 
I opportunities, strengthening cost estimation, proposal evaluation, and 
! cost‘price analyses, and 
I (C.) Budget preparations based on data produced during the Baseline 
I Service Level initiative. 
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~ Agency Data Management and Interoperability: Develop and 
I implement an Agency Data Management and Interoperability Plan. 
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i Science Innovation Fund: To ensure a balanced science portfolio 
i across the Agency, provide the Chief Scientist with options for 
! .management of the program, policy, and reporting requirements, both at 
j the HQ and Center levels, including a Center-directed science Research 
!and Development (R&D) fund that complements the Office of Chief 
Technologist’s Technology Center Innovation Fund. 
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’ HQ Policy/Direction Clearinghouse Function: Establish a 
I clearinghouse function within the governance structure to ensure that 
1 data calls, requirements, directives, policies, and new 
1 systems/procedures are fully coordinated and enact measures requiring 
i all new guidance policies and/or procedures to provide costbenefit 
 anal lyses prior to approval. 

i Increase NSSC Utilization: Increase utilization of the NSSC for high- 
! volume, transactional work and also implement Agency-wide standard 
!processes for the same. Evaluate benefits of a “Recovery Audit” pilot 
~ program - Identify additional information technology opportunities for 
work that could be transferred to the NSSC. 
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11 j Sustainability (Green Initiative): Commit the appropriate resowces 
I and leadership emphasis to meet Presidential mandates for the “Federal I  leadership in Environmental, Energy, and Economic Performance” in 

__ - 
iMSD/OSI 
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;NASA’s Green Initiative. ! 

I Officer early in the prograndproject and assess embedding of OS1 
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12 Embed OS1 and OCIO personnel (in MDs): Involve the Office of 
~ Strategic Infrastructure (OSI) and the Office of Chief Information 

~ personnel in Mission Directorates to enhance OS1 effectiveness. 
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Implementation Planning 

In general, all of the recommendations described above are approved. However, there clearly 
needs to be a transition period in which details of the recommendations are implemented. 
Recommendation #8 is conditionally approved, but implementation planning will not begin until 
a NASA Chief Scientist is selected and the office established. Each of the OPRs will determine 
how these recommendations are best implemented within the organization and across the 
Agency. 

The lRP team is preparing a final report representing their work over the past 12 months. For 
more detailed information on each of the recommendations and potential implementation steps, 
please contact Chris Crumbly at 202-358-5195 or chris.crumblv@,nasa.gov. 

I hope you will agree with me that these recommendations strengthen NASA’s ability to manage 
our institution more effectively, formulate compelling strategy and plans, and support the 
successful exeytion of programs. 

Char es . olden, Jr. 
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